ASCEND KU WORKSHOPS 2012
SILC.KU.EDU
STUDENT INVOLVEMENT & LEADERSHIP CENTER

DEALING WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE & DIFFICULT SITUATIONS
FEBRUARY 28, 1-2 P.M.
KANSAS UNION REGIONALIST ROOM
PRESENTED BY:
DR. MICHAEL MAESTAS, PH.D.
COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

PASSIVE-AGGRESSIVE CITIZENSHIP
MARCH 14, 2-3 P.M.
KANSAS UNION JAYHAWK ROOM
PRESENTED BY:
ABBIE HODGSON COMMUNICATION STUDIES

INSANELY OPTIMISTIC: LOST BUT MAKING GOOD TIME - NAVIGATING CAREER CHOICES FOR THE COMMON GOOD
MARCH 29, 11 A.M.-12 P.M.
KANSAS UNION INTERNATIONAL ROOM
PRESENTED BY:
ANDI WITZAK CENTER FOR SERVICE LEARNING

COLLABORATIVE LEADERSHIP: COMING TOGETHER TO PROMOTE CHANGE
APRIL 10, 12-1 P.M.
KANSAS UNION WALNUT ROOM
PRESENTED BY:
KASTON ANDERSON-CARPENTER KU WORK GROUP FOR COMMUNITY HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT

FOR MORE INFO, VISIT SILC.KU.EDU/LEADERSHIP/ASCEND KU.SHTML